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Little One™ Adoptive Classic Naming Chart
For the Child with a Birthname and Birthdate
Character Analysis of the Birthname and Adoptive Name
General Information on Naming
What would you say if you were told that as parents you have the power to pick the
characteristics/traits of your child’s “design” by virtue of a “name” selection process–imagine that!
The name you assign to your child’s birth certificate along with the birthdate will determine your
child’s foundational blueprint and the experiences he/she will attract to them throughout their
entire lifetime. After all, a name selection is a big decision when you think about it. Choosing the
right name for your child is one of the first and most important things you will ever do for your
child. Remember, you and your child will have to live with the name for the rest of his/her life
whether they like the name you have selected or not and it’s how the world will identify your
child. The more insight you have into the powerful influence of their name before assigning that
name, the greater the opportunity to enjoy the success your child is capable of achieving based on
the vibrational patterns inherent in the name you have chosen.

What Adoptive Parents Should Know:
 A spiritual master plan is woven into every name
 The name picked will affect their child’s life
 Parents can now test names prior to assigning the name
 Parents can select traits/characteristics of their child
 Parents can analyze potential impact of the name change
 The Name reveals the personal characteristics
 The Birthdate reveals the development areas, strengths and weaknesses
 Parents will have insight into their child’s behavioral patterns
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The Analysis Includes:
 General information on the importance of naming
 Character analysis of the birthname/birthdate and adoptive name for
comparison
 Explanation of the characteristics/traits and development areas

Your child’s blueprint influences the path he/she will travel on in this lifetime as it offers insights
into their missions in life, characteristics/traits, purpose, destiny and soul development.
Numerology provides you with a greater perspective on life from a holistic standpoint that helps
you prepare for the future by recognizing your child’s strengths and helping them to overcome
their weaknesses. The numbers in their chart play an integral role in shaping their life and their
destiny.
Why is this so important? Because the naming convention influences the vibrational patterns
assigned to the name of the child. It has long been recognized throughout time that names play a
vital part in directing and influencing one’s destiny. Everything is named and numbered; therefore,
Numerology recognizes that a spiritual master plan lay hidden in names and the numbers
comprising them. Chaldean Numerology, the ancient science of numbers dating back to well over
6,000 years, applies numbers to names that determine the experience drawn to that human being
bearing a particular nameor you might say that Numerology is like a mirror that reflects your
life’s journey in the form of numbers which can identify and interpret—through a mathematical
formula how that master plan will really affect your child.

Here’s How it Works
The name and birthdate together form your child’s “foundational” blueprint (Basic Numerology
Master Chart) which remains with them their entire life or until you legally change the name—at
which time, certain personal characteristics/traits are then altered from the foundational blueprint
by virtue of the name change after a nine year period of time. That means, it will take nine years
for the new legal name to resonate 100% with your child who will continue to attract experiences
from their birthname in addition to their new name until the nine-year period has commenced.
After that nine-year period, the new name becomes the dominant influence over the original
birthname blueprint.
Numbers R U offers naming analysis charts that are a “twist” different from any naming resource
on the market today. With well over twenty-six years of expertise as Master Numerologists, they
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have developed a sophisticated, state-of-the-art computer program that has the tools to virtually
strip a name down to its core, analyze the components, and then “read” the name in such a way
(based on mathematical formulas) that allows adoptive parents to know their child’s blueprint.
Simply put, Numbers R U have reverse engineered converting a name into a personalized
blueprint using Numerology to decipher the code or master plan that lies hidden within a name or
name and birthdate when calculated together.
Below is the magical formula that we use to calculate the blueprints. Each row of numbers is
assigned a number as shown above the first row of letters. This formula is based on sound and
phonics that dates back to 4004BCE and is the only accurate system of numbers. Using this
formula, we apply multiple subsets of the formula to determine the characteristics/traits and
development areas of the individual.

Chaldean Alphabet/Formula
Assigned Numbers with Letters Identified
1
A
I
J
Q
Y

2
B
K
R

3
C
G
L
S

4
D
M
T

5
E
H
N
X

6
U
V
W

7
O
Z

8
F
P

Knowing this information will allow you to have a much better understanding of your child’s
characteristics, how they are designed, so to speak, and enable you to work with your child based
on knowing what his/her characteristics are. This character analysis gives you more insight into
your child’s behavioral patterns so you can influence your child in a more positive way during the
most important stages of their life. You should also be aware that your child will fall into one three
categories as a result of their blueprint and how they are designed. They will either be classified as
a Lover, Leader or the Lover/Leader. The lovers are generally nonaggressive and look to others to
make their decisions for them while leaders are aggressive and want to be in charge and in control
all the time. Lover/leaders are more balanced because they are both aggressive and nonaggressive
depending on when they want to take charge or not.
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Understanding Your Child’s Characteristics/Traits and Development Areas
Your child’s blueprint consists of the following nine “missions” that are broken down by four
personal characteristics/traits, four development areas and the Life Goal that is a combination of
the birthname and birthdate. From the information extracted from this chart, you will know
exactly how to encourage your child to overcome any difficulties they came in to experience by
knowing what areas they will need help in to develop themselves in overcoming insecurities. As
parents, you will be able to guide them in the right direction with the information gleaned from
this chart.

Characteristics/Traits and Development Areas
Name Reveals
Personal Characteristics and Traits:
Soul/Heart’s Desire
Personality
Purpose
Soul Qualities (8 Development Areas)
 SQ#1: Leader/Pioneer
 SQ#2: Sensitivity/Confrontation
 SQ#3: Creativity/Social
 SQ#4: Structure/Foundation
 SQ#5: Freedom/Change
 SQ#6: Domestic/Caregiver
 SQ#7: Intellectual/Educator
 SQ#8: Ambition/Balance
Birthdate Reveals
Development Areas:
Destiny
Birthdate Cycles
(Cycles will not be included in this analysis)

Challenges
Pinnacles
(Pinnacles will not be included in this analysis)
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Name and Birthdate Reveal:
Life Goal
These characteristics/traits and development areas can be explained on the following page.

Soul/Heart’s Desire
The Soul/Heart’s Desire is the emotional aspect of you and is the innermost desire of the heart
calling out for you to seek to express yourself in the world. The Soul Desire is derived from the
vowels of your name. These vowels are the reflection of the emotions, the way you feel about
things, people, places and situations including how you view yourself and your life. Your emotions
react to your environment in which you find yourself, based on the models you have established or
set up for you, on that inner level. It is the inner you that interprets and expresses your emotional
responses to people and the environment around you.

Personality
Your Personality forms the first real impression that you make on others and is the physical aspect
of you. It forms the outer self and is the total composite expressions of the etheric, the emotional,
the intellectual, and the physical aspects that you will radiate to others. When you walk into a
room, you will give off “first” impressions and give off “vibrations” which people will pick up and
interpret. People tune in first to the “physical” appearance that comes “before” you make the
“first” impression.

Purpose
Your Purpose number reveals what your mission is life is. It will tell you specifically what you
must do and be, not what you are or what you may desire to be. It specifies all the experiences that
you will need as an individual to get the most of out your own life. Also known as the intuitive
aspect, the purpose number reveals itself in the form of hunches that are different and are separate
from your own thinking processes. This is the intuitive aspect of you, the higher, silent self, which
is a part of you, your inner connection with the forces of the Universe.

Soul Qualities
Your name forms a picture of your strengths and weaknesses as an individual. Soul Qualities are
often referred to as Karmic lessons that need to be developed in order to bring about balance and
harmony in this lifetime. These qualities require development and are found by discovering which
vibrational patterns are missing from the letters in your full name. Any “Soul” Qualities, 1 – 8 with
a value opposite it will show you the area or Karmic lesson you must master in order to
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achieve your highest potential to become a more integrated and harmonious person. Soul Qualities
#1, #3 and #5 will have a “normal” value of “3,” while #2, #4, #6, #7, and #8 Soul Qualities will
have a “normal” value of “1.” Knowing your child’s Soul Qualities is critical so that you will
understand the areas you must help them to develop or areas that will cause them the most
difficulty.
A Zero (0-) or None value on any Soul Quality means the person has a Karmic lesson to learn. A
Soul Quality assigned a number value with a plus sign (+ More) means that the person has been
developing this quality and exceeds the normal value indicated. A Soul Quality assigned a number
value followed by a minus sign (– Less) means the person has not yet reached the particular level
of understanding for that Soul Quality and has more work to do in that area in order to achieve
balance an full potential.
Knowing your child’s Soul Qualities is critical so you will understand the areas that will cause
your child the most difficulty as they grow up. Listed on the following pages and in the analysis
are the explanations of the eight Soul Qualities that will indicate those areas your child will need to
develop based on what their Soul Quality numbers calculate to be. The eight Soul Qualities cover
the child’s entire development spectrum.

Number 1 Soul Quality
Leader/Pioneer
A person with a Number 1 Soul Quality is a self-reliant leader and pioneer who paves the road
for others to follow; has creative and original ideas, a good sense of humor, and likes to be in
charge. If the Soul Quality number is a “0-” (a Karmic lesson) or number lower than a “3” (the
standard norm), then the individual will need to develop leadership skills in order to become a
good leader.

Number 2 Soul Quality
Sensitivity/Confrontation
A person with a Number 2 Soul Quality is gentle, cooperative, sensitive, and is non-aggressive.
If the Soul Quality number is either a “0-” (a Karmic lesson), or any number higher than “1” (the
standard norm), then confrontation will be a major problem for this individual to overcome in
this lifetime. Until they are able to conquer their fear of confrontation and speaking up for
themselves, they will continue to allow others to make decisions for them that may not be in their
best interest.
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Number 3 Soul Quality
Creativity/Social
A person with a Number 3 Soul Quality has an inborn desire to express themselves through
creative and artistic channels and is considered to be an entertainer, romantic, social, and
ambitious with the tendency to “scatter” their energies because they are easily distracted. If the
Soul Quality number is either a “0-” (a Karmic lesson), or any number lower than “3” (the
standard norm), then this individual will need to develop communications skills and learn to be
more creative in their life since they would be underdeveloped in this area.

Number 4 Soul Quality
Structure/Foundation
A person with a Number 4 Soul Quality is known to be the “builder,” someone who is
conservative, loyal, hardworking, detail-oriented, disciplined, dedicated and good in
management. If the Soul Quality number is a “0-” (a Karmic lesson), “1” being the standard
norm, then this individual will need to develop structure and foundation in their life because as a
builder, they must be organized and not scattered in order to perform their work. They like
everything in order including their home environment and finances.

Number 5 Soul Quality
Freedom/Change
A person with a Number 5 Soul Quality represents someone who requires movement, change,
progress and travel in their life to prevent boredom; their freedom is what they live for. If the
Soul Quality number is either a “0-” (a Karmic lesson), or any number lower than “3” (the
standard norm), then this individual will need to develop more balance in their life to prevent
escaping from reality when reality becomes dull and boring.

Number 6 Soul Quality
Domestic/Caregiver
A person with a Number 6 Soul Quality is very domestic, caring, gentle, sensual, nonaggressive,
and by nature devoted to partnerships, family, home, and service to the community. These
qualities, including artistic talent, make this person magnetic drawing people to them because of
their lovely nature. If the Soul Quality number is either a “0-” (a Karmic lesson), “1” being the
standard norm, then this individual will need to develop an understanding of what it’s all about
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to care for someone who needs their help (lovingly and willingly), putting aside their needs to
care for others.

Number 7 Soul Quality
Intellectual/Educator
A person with a Number 7 Soul Quality is a perfectionist, loner, analytical, intellectual, reserved,
selective, aloof, and is considered to be an educator because of their desire in obtaining knowledge to
share with the world; they are the thinkers and are driven to search for the truth. If the Soul Quality
number is either a “0-” (a Karmic lesson), “1” being the standard norm, then this individual will
need to develop their technical and intellectual skills, while at the same time, seek a deeper
meaning in life to know what real “faith” is all about by developing their spiritual side.

Number 8 Soul Quality
Ambition/Balance
A person with the Number 8 Soul Quality is aggressive, ambitious and likes all the material
wealth that comes with being successful, seeking personal fame and acknowledgement of their
contributions. They have sound judgment and generally hold high management positions. If the
Soul Quality number is either a “0-” (a Karmic lesson), “1” being the standard norm, then this
individual came in to learn how to make money; how to manage money; and how to balance the
materialistic and spiritual worlds for complete harmony.

Destiny
This is your mental aspect of you and the controlling factor in deciding what you chose to
receive from experiences in this lifetime. It is what you are born to do, and the part you are to
play on the stage of life, now and in the future. We are all born with a unique architectural
blueprint that is derived from the birthname and birthdate. This blueprint also provides the
discipline and the direction to fulfill the master plan. The destiny number remains the same all of
your life since it’s calculated from your birthdate and that’s a given.

Life Goal
The Life Goal will manifest itself as a subtle influence that comes to the surface in the middle
half of life. Its function is to give both hope and opportunity for continued purpose during your
latter days and it is called the ultimate goal by some.
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Challenges
The Challenges show your strengths and weaknesses that you must deal with to become a more
integrated and harmonious person. There are two “Minor” Challenges, one “Main” Challenge
that is felt throughout your entire lifetime, and a Third and Last Challenge. If the “Third” and
Last Challenge is different from the “Main” Challenge, then it is meant to you more of a
foundation during the later part of your life. Challenges throughout life are divided up into age
cycles so that you will know exactly during that age span what to expect from what you are to
experience based on what each of the numbers calculate to be.
It is highly recommended that parents take the naming process seriously. Those who do will be
leap years ahead of those parents who are not aware that this valuable tool exists in assessing the
layout and design of your child’s character, strengths and weaknesses. We believe that caring
parents with imagination will welcome our product and service to assist them in selecting the
right name for their child.
The personal information you are about to receive is an analysis of the birthname or foundational
blueprint that will be compared to the blueprint of the adoptive name for the purpose of
providing you with information to help you make a decision about naming your child; whether
you retain the birth name or legally change it. It will probably be surprising to learn just how
much information can be extracted from the blueprints but the understanding of this information
will give you as parents insight into your child’s behavior patterns. Each of the “missions” will
be spelled out with a short explanation of what the calculation means.

Character Analysis of the Birthname and Adoptive Name
The name change affects only the personal characteristics/traits in the peach-colored boxes listed
below which means when you change the name, you alter the characteristics as you can see by
comparing the name Jane Marie Doe to Sally Sue Mandell. However, there are certain
circumstances when you change the name but the characteristics remain the same as with the
example below of the Purpose “5” remaining the same for both names. This is due to how the
letters add up and convert into numbers and the differences between the number of letters and
numbers in the birthname versus the adoptive name change but for the most part, the
characteristics/traits will change. Below is an example of testing two names that are radically
different and comparing the results of what each name calculates to be. It’s also entirely possible
to get the same results with different names but this is a rare exception to the rule—but the end
result either way—is based strictly on doing the math.
As a parent, you can change your child’s characteristics simply by the naming convention. Want
an intellectual child versus a child with a joyful personality that’s more fun loving than serious?
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The child’s blueprint is created by the name you select and ordering an analysis is the best way
for you to “test” the name prior to finalizing it. The following page will contrast the differences
between the selection of the birthname and the adoptive name to see what characteristics are a
better fit for your child. The explanations are written for an adult but nevertheless, you will be
able to understand what the true meaning is for that particular characteristic that will apply to the
name you choose which your child will experience. Remember, the birthname equals the child’s
birthright blueprint and what they came into this lifetime to experience. If you decide to change
the name, then it will take nine years for the legal name change to resonate 100% with that child
and then that blueprint will become the dominant overlay influence on your child.
The birthdate reveals the development areas that remain identical for both the birthname and
adoptive name since the birthdate cannot be changed.

Birthname/Birthdate
Jane Marie Doe 5/5/2006
Category: Lover/Leader

Adoptive Name/Birthdate
Sally Sue Mandell 5/5/2006
Category: Leader

Destiny = 18/9

Destiny = 18/9

Leader/Ambitious/Humanitarian

Leader/Ambitious/Humanitarian

The Number “18/9” Destiny is a very
powerful vibration, a vibration of high
emotional and intellectual energy and the
vibration of great leaders. This vibration
requires a person to seek positive paths to
express this highly, electrical drive. The “1”
symbolizes independence, leadership, and
drive along with the executive ability, sound
judgment, and efficiency of the “8.” The
root number is the Number “9,” a vibration
of compassion, force, energy, healing, and
the universal interest in all of humanity. The
combined traits of the “18/9” are qualities
of powerful leaders dedicated to social,
political, medical, and religious changes in
the world.

(Destiny is Identical)
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Birthname/Birthdate
Jane Marie Doe 5/5/2006
Category: Lover/Leader

Adoptive Name/Birthdate
Sally Sue Mandell 5/5/2006
Category: Leader

Soul/Heart’s Desire = 7

Soul/Heart’s Desire = 19/1

Intellectual/Educator

Leader/Pioneer/Compassionate Humanitarian

The “7” is introspective, analytical,
intellectual, and philosophical. The “7” is a
visionary at heart, seeking the odd, the
mysterious and the unusual. Selfpreservation and the need to spend time
alone are important to this individual thus
presenting some potential difficulties in
forming successful relationships. Avoid
isolation and indifference, and do not
become cynical towards others because of
your need for privacy or spending time
alone. Your challenges, as an intellectual, are
to understand the meaning of “faith,” and
experience your emotional side, which
ultimately will result in growth and
satisfaction.

The “19/1” is a combination leader/pioneer
(1) and compassionate humanitarian (9).
With that said, this person will always
want to be in charge of their own destiny
and in control of their environment,
paving the road for others to follow but
always being in the driver’s seat. They
move forward in a positive direction,
rarely
ever
looking
back
but
concentrating on the present and the
future. As a leader/pioneer, these
individuals have creative minds and
original ideas which they want to
implement. Being a humanitarian, their
interest lies in serving mankind.

This Soul/Heart’s Desire is all about being
analytical, intellectual and very reserved,
making their outward persona to be less warm
and friendly in their actions towards others.

This Soul/Heart’s Desire is emotional yet
nonemotional at the same time due to
being compassionate in wanting to make
a difference in the lives of others and
powerful from the standpoint of wanting
be the leader in charge of leading the
way.
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Birthname/Birthdate
Jane Marie Doe 5/5/2006
Category: Lover/Leader

Adoptive Name/Birthdate
Sally Sue Mandell 5/5/2006
Category: Leader

Personality = 16/7

Personality = 4

Leader/Lover/Intellectual

Builder; Stubborn and Opinionated

The Number “16/7” Personality is a
combination of the leader, lover (caregiver)
and intellectual. Their persona is aloof,
selective, and gives much attention to selfpreservation. The Number “7” is known for
intellectual pursuits and the desire for
wisdom. The “16/7” sometimes appears as
an enigma that baffles understanding, and is
seen as both a participant in world affairs
and as someone avoiding them like the
plague. The Number “1” is the expression
of creative and original ideas for leadership,
while the Number “6” reflects the desire to
give time and energy to service, family, and
the community. The Number “7” appears to
withdraw into solitude out of the world,
which creates a possible conflict of interest
with the “1” and “6” influences. The challenge
is the competition between the “1,” free
individual, the “6,” service provider, and the
reserved, loner aspect of the “7.”

The Number “4” Personality gives the
impression of being conservative, loyal,
orderly, dedicated, and self-reliant because
as a builder, those are the traits of someone
who is exact in everything they do. They
want to be judged on the basis of their
work performance rather than on
appearance. So, you appear to others as
disciplined, practical, and stable, one who
thrives on hard work, and one who
always has their nose to the grindstone.
Even as a child, you demonstrated these
same characteristics. You are seen as a
tower of strength.

This Personality requires the balancing of
these three characteristics, the need to be a
leader who is aggressive, a cosmic parent
who is domestic by nature and nonaggressive, and the intellectual who requires
solitude and loner time to quiet the
analytical mind and to recharge energies or
there will be a conflict with this set of
numbers.

This Personality is one that is generally
stubborn and opinionated and set in their
own ways. This person likes to remain
inside the box as a “traditional” thinker
as opposed to being outside of the box
because they don’t like change nor
are they generally considered “nontraditional” thinkers. Predictability is
comforting because they know what to
expect while change brings unpredictability
and they prefer to play it safe and in control
of their life.
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Birthname/Birthdate
Jane Marie Doe 5/5/2006
Category: Lover/Leader
Purpose = 5
Freedom/Change
The Number “5” Purpose in life is to
promote freedom and liberty for all. A
person with the “5” Purpose brings forth
new ideas for the purpose of expansion and
progress and to pass these concepts on to
others inspiring words in action. Successful
careers are found in writing, speaking,
communications, journalism, investigative
reporting, public relations, and public
administration. Since this Purpose empowers
a life of action, change, and movement, you
should find success working in the public
arena or supporting civic improvement.
Learn that change means progress, growth,
and expansion, not confusion, uncertainty,
or unpredictability. Too many irons in the
fire will cause you to scatter your forces and
avoid dealing with the reality of the
circumstances.

Adoptive Name/Birthdate
Sally Sue Mandell 5/5/2006
Category: Leader
Purpose = 5
Freedom/Change

(Purpose is Identical)

This Purpose is all about an individual who
wants their freedom and change in their life
to avoid boredom. With a curious mind and
adventure at heart, they love to travel to
escape routine.
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Birthname/Birthdate
Jane Marie Doe 5/5/2006
Category: Lover/Leader

Adoptive Name/Birthdate
Sally Sue Mandell 5/5/2006
Category: Leader

Life Goal = 14/5 Mid Life (45-50)

Life Goal = 14/5 Mid Life (45-50)

The Number “14/5” Life Goal is the number
of change, variety, communication, and
travel, but you must be aware to keep
focused and disciplined. The Root Number
“4” (structure, passive), which requires
attention to detail, discipline, hard work,
and foundation, stands between the
aggressive Number “1,” which represents
active individualism and leadership, and the
Number “5,” which represents freedom and
travel. This combination of vibrational
energy may produce some restrictions, and
in any kind of business venture, could
represent risk and speculation. The “14/5”
Life Goal is sometimes known as the
number of speculation, which means that
you can be a salesman or a speculator
(whether it is real estate, stocks, or
gambling).
st

Challenge 1 Minor = #0 (Age 1-27)
A “0” Challenge represents a “free” pass
st
during this 1 Minor Challenge and a time
for the individual to take charge of their life
and to be in full control of what they
want/don’t want during this age cycle meant
for ages 18 and older. Generally the individual
knows exactly what they want to experience.

(Life Goal is Identical)

st

Challenge 1 Minor = #0 (Age 1-27)

st

(Challenge 1 Minor is Identical)
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Birthname/Birthdate
Jane Marie Doe 5/5/2006
Category: Lover/Leader
Challenge 2 nd Minor = #3 (Age 27-54)
This is the period of time to learn
communications skills, creativity and to focus
on priorities.
rd

Challenge 3 Minor = #3 (Age – 54+)
This is the period of time to learn
communications skills, creativity and to focus
on priorities.

Challenge/Main = #3 (From Birth to
Death)
The overall Main Challenge is to learn
communications skills, apply them, and to
develop creativity.

Adoptive Name/Birthdate
Sally Sue Mandell 5/5/2006
Category: Leader
Challenge 2 nd Minor = #3 (Age 27-54)

(Challenge 2nd Minor is Identical)

rd

Challenge 3 Minor = #3 (Age – 54+)
(Challenge 3rd Minor is Identical)

Challenge/Main = #3 (From Birth to
Death)

(Challenge/Main is Identical)
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Birthname/Birthdate
Jane Marie Doe 5/5/2006
Category: Lover/Leader

Soul Quality #1 = 4+
Leader/Pioneer

Adoptive Name/Birthdate
Sally Sue Mandell 5/5/2006
Category: Leader
Soul Quality #1 = 3
Leader/Pioneer

3 is Normal so 4+ is above normal in this
development area.
Born to be a leader and to take charge
which means this person will naturally
assume the leadership role. The rating of
“4+” versus “3” merely shows the degree of
development is above the norm, so leadership
skills will come through their own efforts,
abilities, and drive in order to succeed as a
leader paving the roads for others to follow.
Soul Quality #2 = 1
Sensitivity/Confrontation

Born to be a leader and to take charge
which means this person will naturally
assume the leadership role. The rating of
“3” merely indicates the degree of
development is normal, so leadership skills
will come through their own efforts, abilities,
and drive in order to succeed as a leader
paving the roads for others to follow.

Soul Quality #2 = 0Sensitivity/Confrontation

1 is Normal in this development area.
Being this is a normal rating, it would
indicate that this person will not have
sensitivity or confrontation issues and will
be better equipped to stand up for
themselves, confront others, and to make
their own decisions.

The 0- indicates this is a Karmic lesson in
this lifetime to learn to be more sensitive
to the needs of others, be cooperative, and
develop your skills for detail. Parents will
need to help their child to overcome their
sensitivity issues and fear of confrontation
which can cause the child to let others
make their decisions for them that may not
be in their best interest.
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Birthname/Birthdate
Jane Marie Doe 5/5/2006
Category: Lover/Leader
Soul Quality #3 = 0Creative/Social

Adoptive Name/Birthdate
Sally Sue Mandell 5/5/2006
Category: Leader
Soul Quality #3 = 6+
Creative/Social

3 is Normal in this development area.
The 0- indicates this is a Karmic lesson in
this lifetime. This person will need to
develop socially and verbally, as well as in
a creative, self-expressive manner, for these
traits are either still lacking or need to be
improved upon.

Born to be social, an entertainer if you
will, this person will be very outgoing,
creative bringing joy and happiness to
others. Being a social butterfly will cause
a great deal of excitement for this person
but the tendency is to scatter their forces
because it will be hard to focus on the
norm or reality when being friendly, social
and popular are more important. This person
will be a great communicator and be very
creative since the number is above normal.

Soul Quality #4 = 2+
Structure/Foundation

Soul Quality #4 = 2+
Structure/Foundation

1 is Normal for this development area so 2+
is above normal.
Being this is an above normal rating, the
number would indicate this person will be a
provider and will know how to make and
manage their money. Complete organization
in their life is key to their success because
they need structure and foundation for
stability to feel like they are on solid ground
at all times. Their affairs must always be in
order. They cannot function in uncertainty.

(Soul Quality #4 is Identical)
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Birthname/Birthdate
Jane Marie Doe 5/5/2006
Category: Lover/Leader
Soul Quality #5 = 4+
Freedom/Change

Adoptive Name/Birthdate
Sally Sue Mandell 5/5/2006
Category: Leader
Soul Quality #5 = 3
Freedom/Change

3 is Normal so this development area is above
normal.
Being this is an above normal rating, the
number would indicate this is a person of
progress and action who likes their freedom
and changes in their life because they would
rather escape reality than to deal with reality.
By escaping reality, they actually postpone
dealing with the problem at hand, so learning
to balance reality with escape is essential for
the growth of this individual.

Being this is a normal rating, the
number would indicate freedom and
changes in life are important to prevent
any boredom setting in. This is a person
of action who will be more balanced and
able to manage the need to escape with
the reality of every day life issues at
hand.

Soul Quality #6 = 0
Domestic/Caregiver

Soul Quality #6 = 1
Domestic/Caregiver

1 is Normal for this development area.
A 0- indicates this is a Karmic lesson in this
lifetime. The lesson to be learned is to strive
for a good balance between your emotions
and intellect, learn about service to others, and
adapt and respond to domestic challenges and
experiences that are designed to show you the
way.

Being this is a normal rating, the
number would indicate this person will
make a good partner and a caregiver for
they are devoted to their partner, family,
friends and community and they are very
domestic by nature. Others look up to them
for advice and comfort.
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Birthname/Birthdate
Jane Marie Doe 5/5/2006
Category: Lover/Leader
Soul Quality #8 = 0Ambition/Balance

Adoptive Name/Birthdate
Sally Sue Mandell 5/5/2006
Category: Leader
Soul Quality #8 = 0Ambition/Balance

1 is Normal for this development area.
This is a Karmic lesson in this lifetime that
will require you to assume all responsibility
for your life, and learn all there is about
money and material possessions, i.e., how to
make money, how to manage money, and
how to “spend” it. In addition, you will need
to understand the meaning of “balance”
between the “spiritual” and “material”
planes in order to bring about harmony in
your life.

(Soul Quality #8 is Identical)

There are many benefits for generating a blueprint on your child or children but what parent
would not want to know this type of personal information about their child if they only knew it
existed especially before their child entered school? Having a thorough understanding of your
child’s characteristics/traits and development areas will enable you to play up your child’s
strengths and help them develop in the areas they need to strengthen and grow in. We are all
born with a spiritual master plan known as a blueprint but because this knowledge was not a part
of our educational system, it has been the best kept secret until now.
The analysis will also provide you with the type of information you will need in order to make an
educated decision on whether or not to change the name of your child. Since the child has no say
so in the matter for now, if you legally change the name, only time will tell if the child likes or
dislikes his/her name. If the name does not resonate with the vibrational patterns of the child,
he/she will probably alter or change the name again later on or a decision will be made to go by a
nickname.
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